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This paper treats the notion of asymptoticity in topological transforma-

tion groups. By a topological transformation group we shall mean a topo-

logical group (the phase group) of homeomorphisms of a topological space

(the phase space) onto itself, which contains the identity transformation as

group identity and which has the property that any two homeomorphisms

applied successively yield the same result as their group product applied

once. The notion of asymptoticity has been discussed in the past only in the

setting where the phase group was either the integers or the one-parameter

group of reals (dynamical systems). In such systems two distinct points are

said to be positively asymptotic provided their orbits under the set of positive

integers (or reals), i.e., under a so-called positive ray, as homeomorphisms

become and remain as close as one chooses. A similar notion is available for

negative asymptoticity, i.e., asymptoticity under a negative ray; and if a

pair of points is both positively and negatively asymptotic, they are said

simply to be asymptotic.

It is the purpose of this paper to extend the notion of asymptoticity to

transformation groups with a more general structure. In §1 we give pre-

liminary definitions, which in the form here presented are due to Gottschalk

and Hedlund [3](2). In §2 we define an extended notion of asymptoticity

relative to a replete semigroup, i.e., a semigroup of the phase group which

contains a translate of each compact set in the phase group. A generalization

of or- and w-limit sets is available to us from [3, sec. 6.33] and is called the

P-limit set of a point, where P refers to a replete semigroup. We restrict our

attention largely to separable generative phase groups and prove a number

of theorems about P-asymptoticity. It is shown that the P-limit set of a

point has a minimality property in that it is the smallest set to which the

point can be P-asymptotic, and further that the point actually is P-asymp-

totic to its P-limit set if and only if it does not belong to its P-limit set. The

principal result of this section is a theorem about unstable transformation

groups which states that under suitable hypotheses the existence of P-asymp-

totic points is guaranteed. This theorem contains as a special case a theorem

due to Utz [6].

In §3 we consider a symbolic transformation group, which is an extension

Presented to the Society, December 28, 1953; received by the editors August 10, 1953.

(') Except for minor revisions the material of this paper was contained in the author's

dissertation presented for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Yale University.

(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography.
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of the Morse minimal set [4]. We define this extension as a symbolic trans-

formation group over the lattice points of the plane as phase group. The

properties and structure of this symbolic transformation group are studied in

some detail, since it gives a number of examples of asymptoticity described in

§2. We also prove the analogues of theorems known for the Morse minimal

set [3, Chap. 12], in particular that this symbolic transformation group is a

minimal set and is the orbit closure of a non-periodic, almost periodic point.

It is also shown that this minimal set decomposes naturally into two sets,

one a set of pairwise separated orbits, the other a set which is the union of

pairs of points asymptotic relative to some half plane of the phase group.

1. Definitions.

1.01 Definition. Let T be a topological group [5]. T is said to be gen-

erative provided that T is abelian and is generated by some compact neigh-

borhood of the identity element, e, of P.

1.02 Remark. The assumption that P is generative guarantees that P

have a certain structure, namely that T is isomorphic to CXInXRm, where

G is a compact abelian group, 7 is the additive group of integers, R the addi-

tive group of real numbers, and n and m are non-negative integers [7, p. 110].

1.03 Definition. Let P be a topological group and let PET. The set

P is called a semigroup provided PPCP. The set P is called replete provided

it contains some bilateral translate of each compact subset of P, i.e., if KET

is compact, then there exist /, s ET such that tKsEP ■

1.04 Definition. Let P be a topological group. A subset A of P is said

to be {left} (3) {right} syndetic in T provided that T= {AK} {KA } for some

compact subset K of P. If P is abelian the notions of right and left syndeti-

cism coincide, and we speak simply of syndetic subsets of P.

1.05 Definition. Let A" be a topological space [2], Pa topological group,

and it a continuous mapping of XXT into X with the following properties:

(1) (x, e)ir = x for all xEX, where e is the identity of P,

(2) ((*, t)w, s)w=(x, ts)ir for all xEX and all ¿, sET. The triple (X, T, ir)

is called a transformation group. In the future we shall write xt in place of

(x, t)ir.

1.06 Definition. Let (X, T, it) be a transformation group, and let

P(x) = {¿|¿GP, xt = x}, then P(x) is called the period of x. The point xGA

is said to be periodic under P provided P(x) is a left syndetic subset of P.

1.07 Definition. Let (X, T, it) be a transformation group, and let A be a

uniform space [8]. Then (X, T, it) is called unstable provided there exists an

index S of A such that for every pair of distinct points x, y EX there exists

tET such that xtEytà. Such an index, 5, is called an index of instability.

(3) Throughout this paper braces are used to indicate alternative readings of the same

definition or theorem. All words in the first sets of braces are to be read together, all in the

second sets together, etc. For example, in 1.04 "left" is to be read with "AK," "right" with
"KA."
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1.08 Definition. Let there be distinguished in a topological group Pa

class of subsets which are called admissible. Let (X, T, it) be a transforma-

tion group and let xEX, then the group T is said to be recursive at x and the

point x is said to be recursive under T, or simply recursive provided that if U

is a neighborhood of x, then there exists an admissible subset A of T such

that xA C U. If the term admissible set is replaced by the term {left syndetic

set} {syndetic invariant subgroup}, then the term recursive is replaced by

the term {almost periodic}  {regularly almost periodic}.

1.09 Definition. Let (X, T, ir) be a transformation group, let X be a

uniform space, and let A ET. The points x, y EX are said to be separated on A

provided there exists an index y of X such that xtEyty for all tEA. If x and

y are separated on T we simply say x and y are separated.

2. Asymptoticity.

2.01 Standing notation. Throughout this section (X, T, %) will denote a

transformation group for which X is a Hausdorff space. Whenever it is stated

that X is a uniform space it will be implicitly assumed that the (Hausdorff)

topology of X is that induced by the uniformity.

2.02 Definition. Let Zbea uniform space and let P be a replete semi-

group in T. The points x, y EX are said to be P-asymptotic provided x^y

and provided that for each index 7 of A" there exists qEP such that xqp

Eyqpy for all pEP-
2.03 Definition. Let xEX, let A be a closed invariant subset of X, and

let P be a replete semigroup in T. The point x is said to be P-asymptotic to A

provided x E.A and provided that for each neighborhood U of A, there exists

qEP such that xqPEU.

2.04 Lemma. Let A be a closed invariant set in X such that xE-A. Let

B EA, and let x be P-asymptotic to B ; then x is P-asymptotic to A.

Proof. Clear.

2.05 Lemma. Let X be a compact uniform space. If A is a closed invariant

set in X such that xEA and if x and y are P-asymptotic, yEA, then x is

P-asymptotic to A.

Proof. Let U be any neighborhood of A, then there exists 7, an index of

X, such that Ay EU. Now since A is invariant and yEA, y tEA for all

tET. Thus ytyE U for all tET. Since x and y are P-asymptotic, there exists

qEP such that xqp Eyqpy EU for all pEP, whence xqPE U. This completes

the proof.

2.06 Definition. Let xEX and let PET. The P-limit set of x, denoted

by Px, is defined to be flier Cl (xtP). Each point of Px is a P-limit point

of x.
2.07 Remark. Let xEX and let P be a replete semigroup in T and let T

be abelian, then the following are valid statements:
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(1) UtET,Px = Pxt = Pxt.

(2) Px is closed and invariant.

(3) P, = Oper C1 (xpP)CCI (xP).
(4) If X is compact, then Px7i0.

Proof. Cf. [3, sec. 6.34].

2.08 Lemma. Let X be a uniform space and let x be P-asymptotic to A, a

closed invariant set in X; then PXCA.

Proof. Suppose yEPx and yG^L Let U be an open neighborhood of A,

V a neighborhood of y such that VC\U = 0. Since x is P-asymptotic to A,

there exists qEP such that xqPEU. Now since yEPx, y GO (xqP), thus

Vr\xqP^0; therefore let poEP such that xqpaE V. Then xqpoE VC\U = 0,

a contradiction, whence PXC^4. This completes the proof.

2.09 Lemma. Let T be a separable generative topological group. Let P be a

replete semigroup in T. Then there exist elements {pi}, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , of P such

that if Pi = piP, then

(1) PiEPi-i, * = 2, 3, ■ • • .
(2) If pEP, then there exists a positive integer n such that pP~2)Pn.

Proof. Let {<?»} be a countable dense subset of P. Define pi = qiq2, p2

= PlÇ3, • • • , pn = pn-iin+i, • • • , and define P< = £,P, ¿ = 1, 2, ■ • • . Now since

P is a semigroup and since ç.+iGP, we have Pi = piP = pi-iqi+iPCp%-iP

= P,_i. This completes the proof of (1).

We remark that since P< = £¿_ig¿+iP and since pi-iEP we have qi+ipi-iP

Cqi+iP, that is, PiCqi+iP- Now let pEP, then pP is a replete semigroup.

Let U be a compact neighborhood of e in P, then there exists tET such that

tUEpP- Since P^DpPDtU, and since {g¿} is dense in P, there exists a positive

integer n such that qn+iEtUCpP- Let qn+i = pr, where rEP; and let sG?n+iP,

whence s = gB+i«, where uEP- Then s = pru, and since P is a semigroup,

ruEP. Therefore qn+iPEpP, whence pP~Dqn+iPZ)Pn- This completes the

proof of (2).

2.10 Lemma. Let T be a separable generative group, let P be a replete semi-

group in T. Then there exist replete semigroups Pi = piP, where piEP, i

= 1, 2, • • • , such that (1) PtCPt-i and (2) P.-fli-i Cl (xP,).

Proof. We remark first that, by 2.07, Px = Ç)peP Cl (xpP). Let ^G?,

i = l, 2, • • • , be selected so as to satisfy Lemma 2.09 and let Pi = piP. Then

since {pi} CP, we have

CO CO

p, = n ci (xpp) c n ci (x^p) = n ci (*p¿).
fËP >=1 t'-l

Let pEP, then by 2.09 there exists a positive integer n such that pP^)Pn,
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whence PiDDi" i Cl (xPt). This completes the proof.

2.11 Theorem. Let X be compact, let T be a separable generative group, and

let P be a replete semigroup in T. Then x is P-asymptotic to Px if and only if

X qz-T x.

Proof. If x is P-asymptotic to Px, then by definition x££Px.

Conversely if x££Px, since X is compact, by 2.07, Px9i0 and further Px

is a closed invariant set. Let U be any neighborhood of Px. By 2.10, Px

= nr=i Cl (xPi)=nr-i Cl (xpj>), where piPEpi-iP, whence Cl (xp,P)
CCI (xpi-iP). Since Cl (xpiP), i = l, 2, ■ • ■ , are closed nested sets and since

X is compact, there exists a positive integer n such that xpnPEU, where

pnEP- This completes the proof.

2.12 Lemma. Let X be compact and let T be a separable generative group.

If A is a closed invariant set in X such that xEA and if PXEA, then x is P-

asymptotic to A.

Proof. Use 2.11 and 2.04.

2.13 Theorem. Let X be compact and let T be a separable generative group.

Let P be a replete semigroup in T, such that xEPx, and let 31= {^4|^4CX,

A closed invariant, xEA, x is P-asymptotic to A]. Then the following are valid

statements:

(1) PxGSi.
(2) A £31 if and only if PXEA, and xEA.
(3) ()aq%A=Px

Proof. (1) follows from 2.11; (2) follows from 2.08 and 2.12; (3) follows

from (1) and (2).

2.14 Standing Notation. Let (X, T, ir) be an unstable transformation

group and let y be an index of instability, i.e., for each x, y EX, x¿¿y, there

exists tET such that xt(¡.yty. Let A be the diagonal of XXX and define the

product transformation group (XXX, T, p) by [(x, y), t]p = (xt, yt).

2.15 Remark. The only orbits of (XXX, T, p) that lie entirely in y are

the orbits of A. That is to say if x, y EX and if (xi, yt)Ey for all tET, then

x = y.

2.16 Lemma. Let X be compact, let P be a replete semigroup in T, and let

N(A) be a neighborhood of A such that Cl (N(A))Cy. If (xp, yp)EN(A) for
all pEP, then x and y are P-asymptotic, provided x^y.

Proof. We first show that (x, y) is P-asymptotic to A in (XXX, T, p).

To show this it is sufficient by 2.12 to show thatP(I,B)CA, where PUiV) is the

P-limit set of the point (x, y). By hypothesis (xp, yp)EN(A) for all pEP,

thus (x, y)pPEN(A) for all pEP. Thus Cl ((x, y)pP)ECl (N(A)) for all
pEP- Therefore P(X,¡,)CC1 (N(A))Ey. Now P(l,,) is a closed invariant set,
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thus, by 2.15, P(x,¡,)CA. This completes the proof that (x, y) is P-asymptotic

to A.

Now let Ô be any index of X, then there exists U, a neighborhood of A,

such that UCo; and since (x, y) is P-asymptotic to A there exists qEP such

that (xqp, yqp)EUC5 for all pEP- Thus for each index S of X there exists

qEP such that xqpEyqpà for all pEP- This completes the proof.

2.17 Definition. Let En be euclidean «-space with the usual product

topology, and let 7n be the lattice points of En with the discrete topology.

Points (or vectors) of E" will be designated by /= (tí) = (h, ■••■■•-, tn), and the

group operation in En (or 7") will be the usual vector addition.

Define \t\=( YHt-i [¿»]2)1/2 and ts= J2"-i *<*<• We remark that the angle

4> between two non-null vectors is given by cos <p = s-t/\s\ \t\. Thus two non-

null vectors s and t are parallel provided s■ t = | s| \t\ and orthogonal provided

st = 0.

The equation of a hyperplane in En is given by 2_Xi adi = c, where c is

a constant, and where we may assume y,?_i a, = l. The vector a=(a.) is

normal to the hyperplane 12t-1 <M< = 0, and conversely each non-null vector

b = (bi) uniquely determines a hyperplane through the origin, whose equation

is ZX, bik = 0.
For b non-null define P(b) = {t\ t = (U)EIn, bt^O}. We remark that P(b)

is a replete semigroup in T, and is called the half space determined by the

vector b. It is also clear that P~1(b)=P(-b)= {t\t = (ti)EIn, bt^O}.

2.18 Theorem. Let X be a compact metric space, dense-in-itself, let T—I"

with the usual product topology (i.e., discrete), and let (X, T, it) be an unstable

transformation group with instability index y. Then there exist x, y EX and a

half space P such that x and y are P-asymptotic.

Proof. Consider the transformation group (AXA, P, p). Let {z¿} be a

sequence of points of A^A) —A such that z —>zEA, where A7(A) is an open

neighborhood of A such that Cl (N(A))Cy.

Define A{= {t\tCT, z¡tEN(A)}. If Ai = 0, then z¡tEN(A) for all tET.
Thus, by 2.15, z.GA, and this contradicts the choice of z,-. Therefore Ai^0.

Define ri = infig,4i. |i|. Define, for r real, S(r) = {t\tET, \t\ <r} and S*(r)

= {t\tET, \t\ rar}, and let Si = S(r¡), S? = S*(ri). Now by definition SiCT
—Ai, whence ZiS¡CN(A). Also by definition there exists tES? such that

z^GA(A). For each i, select t^ES?, so that z;i(i)GA(A).
Now lim,-..,«, n=+cc. For if r>0, then z5(r)GACA(A) and, by con-

tinuity, there exists an integer M such that i>M implies ZiS(r)EN(A),

whence r^r, provided i>M.

Define s<-i) = t(i)/\t(i)\. We remark that tlt> ■ slii - \ t(°|. By taking appro-

priate subsequences we may assume s(i)—>s. Now P(s) is a replete semigroup,

and t<-i)-s = t<-i>-s(i)— t(i)- [s(i) — s]= |/(i)| -|/(i)| |5(i)-5| cos0¿= |í(i)| {l- |s(í)

— s\cos (pi} where <f>i is the angle between /(i) and 5(i)— s. Since s(i)—>s and
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|¿(i)| =r—»+cc, it follows that t{i)s>0 for i sufficiently large. We can

therefore assume that t(i)EP(s) for all i.

Since XXX is compact, we may also assume that z,¿(i)—>z* = (x, y) where

x, yEX. Let P*(s) = {t\tET, ts>0] and let uEP*(s). We show that

z*u-1P~ï(s)ECl (N(A)). Let pEP'^s); since Zil^u~^p-^z*u-xp, and since

Z{SiEN(A), it will be sufficient to show that t<-i)u~1pES, for ¿ sufficiently large.

Now m£P*(s) and pEP_1(s), whence us>0 and p-s^O; thus we have (u~1p)

■s = (p — u)s = ps — us<0, in other words u~1pEP*~1(s). Let t = u~lp;

then is<0 and |í<¿)/| =\ris<-i)+t\ =ri{l + (2s^t+t2/r0/ri}1'2. Since »»•<

—>5■ ¿ <0 and since r¿—>+ «>, it follows that for sufficiently large i, \ /(i>/| <r,-,

whence í(i'í = /<i>M-1¿>G5i. Thus z*M-1P-1(5) = (xM~1,yM_1)-P~1(i) CCI (iV(A)),

and it follows from 2.16 that xu~l and yu~l are P~x(s)-asymptotic.

Let ô be any index of X, then there exists q~1EP~1(s) such that

(xu-iq-tp-1, yu-iq-tp-^ES for all p^EP'Hs). Since »_1GP~l(i), a replete

semigroup in P, we have «-1g-IGP-1(s). Let ^_1 = M_1g-1, then (xzj_1£-1,

yt;_1^_1)G5 for all p~1EP~1(s), whence by definition x and y are P_1(s)-

asymptotic. This completes the proof.

We now drop the standing notation of 2.14. If we wish to extend the no-

tion of asymptoticity, i.e., both positive and negative asymptoticity simul-

taneously, we have several paths open to us. In the remainder of this section

we define two such extensions and explore the relation between them. For

the remainder of this section we shall assume that the group T is not compact.

2.19 Definition. Let X be a uniform space, let x, yEX, x^y. Then x

and y are said to be compactly asymptotic provided that for each index y of

X there exists a compact set KET such that tEK implies (xi, yt)Ey-

2.20 Definition. Let Ibea uniform space, x, yEX, x^y; then x and y

are said to be totally asymptotic provided x and y are P-asymptotic for each

replete semigroup PET, Pt^T.

2.21 Theorem. Let T be a generative group, let X be a uniform space, and

let x and y be totally asymptotic. Then x and y are compactly asymptotic.

Proof. T=CXlnXRm where w^O, m^O, and k=n+m>0, since T

is not compact. Let ui, ■ ■ ■ , uk be the unit points of ImXRn, i.e., the 2*

distinct points having one coordinate equal to +1 or —1 and the

rest 0. Let Si = ecXu,, whence e<? is the identity in C. Let P(s0 be defined

as in 2.17 and let Pí = CXP(sí); then P< is a replete semigroup in Pfor t = l,

2, • -., 2k.
Let 5 be an index of X. Then there exists p,EP% such that (xp,p, ypip)

Gô for all pEPi, i = i, 2, • • • , 2k. It is easily shown that I)2*! p,Pi covers T

except for a compact set K and tET—K implies (xi, yt)E&- This completes

the proof.

2.22 Theorem. Let X be a uniform space, let T be abelian, and let x and y

be compactly asymptotic. Then x and y are totally asymptotic.
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Proof. Let 5 be any index of X, then by hypotheses there exists a com-

pact set KCT such that tEX implies (xt, yt) ES.

Let P be any replete semigroup in T, P^T. If eEpP for each pEP, then

P_1CP, and T = PP~1CPPCP, and P = T, contrary to supposition. Thus

there exists pEP such that eEpP- Let Q = pP, then clearly Q is a replete

semigroup in P. Also for each qEQ, q~1Q~lC\Q = 0. For suppose the contrary,

i.e., there is a qEQ such that q~1Q~ir\Qpi0. Let îGs^Ç-^Q, then
5 = g_1gf1 and s = qo, where q, qo, qiEQ- Thus qo = q~1qï1, and since Q is a semi-

group we have qï1 = qqoEQQEQ, hence e = qiqï 1EQQEQ, and this contra-

dicts the choice of Q = pP.

Now ç-1Ç;-1 isa replete semigroup in T, and K\Je = K' is compact in P;

thus there exists tET such that tK'Cq~1Q~l. Since eEK', tEq~lQ~l, whence

t = q-ir-\ where rG<2- Now q-lr-lXr\Q = tXr\QCtXT\QCq-1Q-ir\Q = 0,
thus K(~\rqQ = 0. Also Q = pP, thus /• = £/ and <2 = £'g where r', g'GP, and
then Kr\rqQ = KT\pr'pq'pP = 0. Let u — pr'pq'p, then since P is a semigroup

uEP. Furthermore for each p'EP, up'EX, whence (xup', yup')Eb~- Thus by

definition x and y are P-asymptolic, and since P was arbitrary x and y are

totally asymptotic. This completes the proof.

3. A symbolic transformation group. Throughout this section frequent

reference is made to the Morse sequence, n, and to the bisequence space con-

taining p. The reference for these is either [4] or [3, chap. 12]. We follow the

notation of the latter reference. Most of the proofs of this section are com-

putational in nature and hence are for the most part omitted.

3.01 Definition. Let 5 be a finite collection of elements, containing at

least two elements. S is called the symbol class. Let 7 be the integers, and

7, = 7X7. The topology in 7 is the discrete topology, so that the topology in

L, the lattice points of the plane, is also the discrete topology.

3.02 Remark, i is a group under the composition: (p, q) + (r, s)

= (?+'"> Q+s). We shall use " + " as the group operation in L as well as in

7, since the context will always make it clear which is meant.

3.03 Notation. If ^4CP and (p, q)EL, A + (p, q) will denote the set

{(r+p, s+q)\(r, s)EA} whereas A \J(p, q) will denote the set {(r, s) \ (r, s)

EA or (r, s) = (p, q)}.

3.04 Definition. An {A-domain} {S-domain} {p-domain} {W-do-

main}   {gi-domain}   {g2-domain}   {g3-domain}   {g4-domain}   {rectangle}  is

{(f, s) | s à P, all r} {(r, s) \ s ^ p, ail r} {(r, s) \ r è p, ail s}

{(r,s)\rè p, ail s} {(r, s) \ r ^ p, s ^ q} {(r, s)\ r ^ p, s ^ q}

{(r, s) | r g p, s á q} {(r, s) | r ^ p, s g q} {(r, s)\ p ^ r ^ t, q ^ s ^ u},

where p, q, r, s, t, uEI and p^t, q^u. A square is a rectangle for which

t—p = u — q. We shall specify such domains by giving their corner points,

that is, for example, the rectangle defined above will be designated by

[(P> S)(¿> u)]'< the A-domain by [(— =o, p)(°o, »)]; and so on.
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3.05 Definition. An %-array is a function with domain 3Í and range S,

where 31 is any of the objects defined in 3.04 or L itself. These will usually be

called iV-array, £-array, gi-array, L-array, etc. A rectangle array will be

called a block; and if the rectangle is a square, it will be called a square block.

If 31 is not a rectangle we shall frequently call an 3l-array simply an array,

provided it is clear from the context what the domain of the array is. If A

is an array, a subrectangle of A is the restriction of A to some rectangle con-

tained in the domain of A.

3.06 Definition. Let D be any domain, not a rectangle, then {P~*}

{D~y}, called the {x-reverse of the domain D} {y-reverse of the domain D},

is the collection {(r, —s)}  {(— r, s)} where (r, s)ED.

Let A be an array with domain D, not a rectangle, then {^4-1} {.¿"""j,

called the {x-reverse of A} {y-reverse of A }, is the array B whose domain is

{P-*} {P/-*} and whose values are defined by {B(r, —s) =A(r, s)} {B(— r, s)

= A(r, s)} where (r, s)ED- If A is a block with domain D= \(p, u) (q, t)],

then {¿I-*} {^4-"}, called the {x-reverse of A } {y-reverse of A }, is the block

B with domain D whose values are defined by {B(r, u+t—j)=A(r, j)}

{B(p+q — i, s) =A(i, s)} where {(r, j)} {(i, s)} ranges over the rectangle D.

3.07 Definition. If A is an array or block and (p, q)EL, then A(v-q),

called the (p, q)-translate of A, is the array or block B with domain B

= (domain A) + (p, q) and B(p+i, q+j)=A(i, j), where (i, j)Gdomain A.

3.08 Definition. Let A and B be arrays or blocks, then A is similar to B,

denoted by A~B, if A^v'q)=B for some (p, q)EL. A is contained in B, de-

noted by ^4CP, provided A is a restriction of B. A contains B, denoted by

AZ)B, provided A is an extension of B. A appears in B provided CEB with

C~A. An (m, n)-block is ablockwhose domain is [(r, s) (u, v)] with u—r = m

and v — s = n, and an n-square is an (n, «)-block.

3.09 Definition. Let ^40, A\, • • • be a sequence of blocks such that

AiEAi+i, i^,0. A, the union of ^40, Ai, • • • = \J"=0Ai, is the array or block A

such that domain A = Udo domain Ai and such that A,EA, i^0.

3.10 Definition. Let A be a {block} {^-array} {g2-array} {g3-array}

{gvarray} whose domain is {[(p, q) (r, s)]\ {[(p, q) ( », «>)]} {[(-«, q)

(r, «>)]} {[(-«>, -c0) (r, s)]} {[(p, -=o) (oo, s)]}, then À denotes

{¿(-p.-«)}  {.4<-p.-«>}  {il«-'.-«)}  {A^--*}  {A(-P'-°>}.

3 11 Definition. Let A be a (p, g)-block, B an (r, g)-block, and Ca

(p, j)-block Then by

is meant the {(p+r, g)-block whose left (p, g)-block is Â and whose right

(r, #)-block is similar to B} {(p+r, g)-block whose left (r, g)-block is similar

to B and whose right (p, <?)-block is .¿4} {(p, g+s)-block whose bottom

(p, g)-block is Ä and whose top (p, s)-block is similar to C]  {(p, g-f-s)-block
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whose top (p, g)-block is Â and whose bottom (p, s)-block is similar to C}.

Thus if A\, i,j= —1, 0, 1, are all «-squares, it is now clear what is meant by:

^4_i Ao   Ai

A°        A°        A°A-i Ao   Ai

A-i Ao   Ai

3.12 Definition. TheL-array space, X = SL, is the collection of all 7,-arrays.

Let 5 and L be provided with the discrete topology, and SL with the point

open or compact index topology.

3.13 Lemma. Define a metric d: XXX-^R, the reals, as follows: let x, yEX,

let r0=l+sup {w|x(r, s) =y(r, s) for all r, s EL such that \r\ ¿n and \s\ =«},

where we set « = — 1 if x(0, 0) 5^(0, 0) ; then define d(x, y) = 1/(1 +r0). Then X

is dense-in-itself, zero-dimensional, and d is compatible with the topology. In

fact X is homeomorphic to the Cantor discontinuum.

3.14 Definition. Let (p, q)EL, xEX; define t: XXL-+X by [x(r, s,)

(p, q)]r=x(r+p, s+q). The symbolic L-flow generated by 5 is the trans-

formation group (X, L, t).

3.15 Remark. Let xEX, then x is periodic if and only if there exist in-

tegers pi, qi,i=\, 2, with the determinant | piq2\ 5^0 such that x(r+p,, s+qi)

= x(r, s) for i = l, 2 and all (r, s)EL.

3.16 Remark. The following statements are equivalent:

(1) x is regularly almost periodic.

(2) If «>0 there exist integers pi, qi, i = i, 2, with \piqi\ 5^0 such that

x(r+pik+pij, s+qik+q2j)=x(r, s) for |r| ^n, \s\ g«, and all (k,j)EL.

3.17 Remark. The following statements are pairwise equivalent:

(1) x is almost periodic.

(2) If «>0, there exists a syndetic subset E of L such that x(r+e, s+f)

= x(r, s) for |r| 5Í«, |s| %.n, and all (e,f)EE.

(3) If A is a subsquare of x, then there exists k>0 such that A appears

in every ¿-square of x.

(4) If «>0, there exists k>0 such that every «-subsquare of x appears

in every ¿-subsquare of x.

3.18 Remark. If P is any of the domains defined in 3.04, not a rectangle,

then P is replete in L. Let x, yEX, then x and y are P-asymptotic (notation

x Î Py) where P is an {n} {S} {E} {w} {qi} {q2} {q3} {g4} -domain if and

only if there exists an integer A>0 such that m, n^N implies {x(r, n)

= y(r,n) for all r El} {x(r, —n)=y(r, — n) for all rG7} fx(«, s) —y(n, s) for

all sG7} {x( — «, s)=y( — n, s) for all sEl} {x(n, m)=y(n, m)} {x( — n, m)

= y(—n,m)} {x( — n, —m)=y( — n, —m)}  {x(n, —m)=y(n, —m)}.

3.19 Definition. Let 5= [0, l]. The dual of 0, denoted 0', is 1; and the

dual oí 1, denoted 1', is 0. Let A be an array with domain D; A', thedual of A,
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is the array with domain D such that A'(r, s) = [A(r, s)]' for all (r, s)ED.

3.20 Definition. Define the sequence of blocks, Qo, Qi, • ■ ■ , as follows:

(i) <2o=o.
(2) lf«>0,

Qn+1   =

(3) Define Q = Un",0Q„.
(4) Define

QnQn

QnQn-

(5) Define

Q =
Qrx

-   ^ Q~v   Q
X = Q-v Q   i.e.,    x =

(Q-*)-' Or

3.21 Remark. Let n(n) be the Morse sequence, define x:L—>S as follows:

(1) x(r, 0) =n(r).

(2) x(0, s) =ti(s).

(3) x(r, s)=p(r) if p(s)=0, r^O, s^O.

(4) x(r, s) =n'(r) if p(s) = 1, r^O, s^O.

Then x = X.

3.22 Remark. The following are valid statements:

(1) X(r, s) =p(s) if p(r)=0. \(r, s) =p'(s) if p(r) = 1.

(2) X(r,r)=0.

(3) X(r-1, -r)=0.

(4) X(r,s)=X(i,r).
3.23 Remark. If \(r, 0)=X(0, 5), then X(r, s)=0. If X(r, 0)^X(0, s),

then X(r, 5) =1. In other words, if ¡x(r) =p(s) then X(r, 5) =0, and if n(r)¿¿p(s)

then X(r, s) = l.

3.24 Remark. For n>0 define 6(n) = ^il0 a, where «= Xï-o a»2\ a> = 0

or 1 (í = 0, 1, • ■ • ,k) and define 0(0) =0. If r, s^O, then \(r, s) = 6(r)

+ 6(s) (mod 2).

3.25 Definition. Let ^4 be an array or block and let domain A

— [(P> l) (r< s)]. The x-Qi-extension of A, denoted by A*x, is the array or

block such that domain A*x= [(2p, q) (2r + l, s)] and A*x(2r, t)=A(r, t),

A*x(2r + 1, t)=A'(r, t), where qút^s. The y-Qi-extension of A, denoted by

A*", is the array or block such that domain A*"= [(p, 2q) (r, 2s + l)] and

A*«(u, 2s)=A(u, s), A*y(u, 2s + l)=A'(u, s) where púu^r.

3.26 Remark. The following are valid statements:

(1) Qn is the lower left corner block of Qn+P (p>0).

(2) Qñx = Qñ" = Qn if n is even. Q~x = Q~V = Q'n if n is odd.
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(3) (Q:II) *11 = (Q!") *'" = Qn+l' 
(4) (Q*"') *11 = (Q*II)*"'=Q. 
(5) }C"'=X-II=X. 
3.27 REMARK. X is not periodic. 
3.28 REMARK. X is almost periodic. 
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3.29 REMARK. Define N=Cl (XL), then the following statements are 
valid: 

(1) N is a minimal orbit closure under L. 
(2) If A is a subrectangle of X, then A', A -"', A -II, A *"', A *11 all occur in X. 
(3) If "(EN, then "(', ,,(-"', ,,(-II, "(*"', ,,(*IIEN. 
3.30 REMARK. Let ,,= (X*"') *11. The five operations, " -x, -y, *x, *y 

yield exactly eight distinct arrays, namely X, X', ", ,,', X*"', X*II, "'*"', ,,'*11. 
The following relations pertain: X =X-'" = X-II, X'=X'-"'=X'-II, X*"'=,,*II 
= (X *"')-"', X *11 = "*,,, = (X *")-", ,,= (X *"') *11 = (X *") *"', ,,' = r'" = r", ,,'*'" 
= ("'*Z)-"'= (X * ")-'" =X'*II =X*II', ,,'*"= ("'*")-"'= (X*"')-II=X'*"'=X*"". In sum-
mary: 

X= 
Q-II 0 X' = 

Q-II' 0' X*'" = 
(Q-"')-II Q-"', (Q-"')-II' Q-"", 

X*" = 
Q-II 0 Q-II' 0 ,,' = ,,= 

(Q-"')-II' Q-"", (Q-"')-II Q-"", 

,,'*rr: = 
Q-II' 0' ,,'*11 = 

Q-II 0' 
(Q-"')-II Q-rr:, (Q-"')-II Q-"". 

3.31 REMARK. The following statements are valid: 
(1) The eight arrays of 3.30EN. 

Q-II' 0 
(Q-"')-II' Q-"', 

Q-II 0' 
(Q-"')-II' Q-", 

(2) X and X' are separated. " and ,,' are separated. X *11 and ,,'*'" are sepa-
rated. X*'" and ,,'*11 are separated. 

3.32 REMARK. Let E= fer, s)lr~o}, W= fer, s)lr;;;;iO}, N= fer, s)ls 
~o}, S={(r, s)ls;;;;iO}, ql={(r, s)lr~O, s~o}, q2={(r, s)lr;;;;iO, s~o}, 
qa= {(r, s)lr;;;;iO, s;;;;iO}, q,= fer, s)lr~O, s;;;;iO}, then 

(1) E, W, N, S, ql, q2, qa, q, are all replete semigroups in L. 
(2) X i Ill", Xi Ila", Xi EX*"', Xi NX*II, X i 'IS"" Xi '14"" Xi s,,'*rr:, Xi W,,'*II. 
(3) X'i 11'''' X'i (14", X' i wX*"', X'i SX*II, X'i (11"" X'i (la"" X' i N'/*"', X' i E,,'*II. 
(4) X*'" i 1l1X*", X*rr: i llaX*II, X*'" iN'" X*'" is"" X*'" i (11"'*"" x*'" i (14"'*"" 
(5) ).,*11 i E", X*II i W,,', X*II i '12,,'*11, x*" i (1,,,'*11. 
(6) " i w,,'*"', "i S,,'*II. 
(7) K' i E"'*"" ,,' i N,,'*II. 
(8) K'*rr: i' ,,'*11 ,,'*'" i ,,'*11 Ill' 'l8' 
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(9) All pairs of arrays in (2)—(8) above are separated on the complement

of the set on which they are asymptotic.

3.33 Definition. Let M be the orbit closure of the Morse sequence. Let Y

be the bisequence space containing M, and let x, yEY, such that x(0) =y(0).

Construct z, an L-array, as follows:

(x(r)     if    y(s) - y(0),
z(r, s)

(x(r)     if

\x'(r)    if y(s) * y(0).

Our notation will be z— [x, y\. Let 9Í be the collection of all such z— [x, y]

as x and y range over M.

3.34 Remark. The following are valid statements:

(1)        X = k <•], (2) X' = [/, n'J,

(3)     X*- =  [v, v], (4) X*" = [n, v],

(5)        K =  [v, v], (6) k' = [v', v'],

(7)    k'*x = [/, •], (8) k'*v = [/, „'],

where v is defined as in [3, sec. 12.35].

3.35 Theorem. H = N.

Proof. Let z be an E-array and for k integral let z\ [(/-, s), s = k] =xk, and

z\ [(f, s), r = k] =yk. It is readily verified that zE^l if and only if there exists

x, y EM such that for all k, Xk = x or x' and yk = y or y'. Since If is closed

and invariant under /, it follows that 9Î is closed and invariant under L.

Since X= [p., p]ENr\yi, we infer that NEW.

Let zE%l and let m be any positive integer. There exists a pair (r, s) of

integers such that X= [u, ¿t] has the property that \(r+i, s)=z(i, 0) and

X(r, s+¿)=z(0, i) for \i\ ^m. It follows that \(r+i, s+j)=z(i, j) for \i\

^m and |j| ^w. Thus the orbit of X under L is dense in 9Í and we infer

that 'HEN. This completes the proof.

3.36 Remark. If z= [x0, yo], then z'= [x'Q, yó].

3.37 Definition. Let Y be the bisequence space containing M, the orbit

closure of the Morse sequence. Let w. Y—>Y be defined as follows:

/0 if *(*- l)^x(i),
(xir)(l) =   <

(1 if x(i — 1) = x(i) for all x G Y and all i E I-

Define 7]=¡j,ir, f = ^7r, H=Mir. Now define the mapping p:N^>X as follows:

let zG-/V=9i, 2= [*o, yo], where x0 and yoEM. zp= [x0ir, yoir]. Let Np = G.

3.38 Remark. The following are valid statements:

(1) p is an exactly two-to-one continuous mapping of TV onto G.

(2) zp = z'p and zpp~l= {z, z'\.

(3) ztp = zpt.

(4) If z is recursive then zp is recursive.
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(5) If z i pW, then zp i pwp. 
(6) G is a minimal orbit closure under L. 
3.39 REMARK. Let IDl= {z~lzoEN=91, Zo= fxo, Yo] and xo=p" p,', P, or 

pi or yo =p" p,', P, or p', or both}. Then 
(1) IDle91. 
(2) (91 - IDl)p = 91p - IDlp. 
(3) If zpE(91-IDl)p then zp is regularly almost periodic. 
Proof. (3) Let Z= [xo, Yo], Xo and yo¢p" p,', P, or P'. zp= [xo1r, Y01r]. Now 

both Xo1r and Yo1r belong to the complement of the union of the orbits of 11 
and r in H and by [3, sec. 12.53] are regularly almost periodic. 

Let n>O, then there exist integers p>O and q>O such that xo1r(i+pj) 
=xo1r(i) for IiI ~n and all jEI and Yo1r(i+qj)=Yo1r(i) for IiI ~n and all 
jEI. It follows that zp(r+pj+pk, s+QJ+2qk) =zp(r, s) for all I rl ~n, lsI 
~n and all (j, k) EL. By 3.16, zp is regularly almost periodic. This completes 
the proof. 

3.40 REMARK. If Zl, z2E91-IDl, then Zl and Z2 are separated. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, i.e. :1:1 and Z2 are nonseparated. But ZIP and 

Z2P are in (91-IDl)p = 91p-IDlp, and by 3.39(3), ZIP and Z2P are regularly almost 
periodic. Thus by [3, sec. 10.43] we have a contradiction. Therefore Zl and Z2 
are separated. This completes the proof. 

3.41 REMARK. Let N, E, W, and S be the subsets of L defined in 3.32 
and let zEIDl. Then there exists zoEIDl such that z i pZo, P = N, E, W, or S. 

Proof. Let Z= [x, y]. Now either x or y=p" p,', P, or p' or possibly both. 
We suppose that X=p" the proofs being similar for the other cases. Let 
xo=p and let yo=y. Let Zo= [xo, yo]. We remark that z¢zo, since p,¢p and 
also by the construction of Zo, and due to the fact that p,(r) =p(r) for r~O, 
we have that z(r, s) =zo(r, s) for r~O and all sEI. By 3.18 this implies that 
z i EZO. This completes the proof. 
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